UCSC ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

**EMission Zero** is an initiative launched by Miller Hull that targets the elimination of greenhouse gas emissions caused by buildings. Through EMission Zero, we commit to voluntarily purchase Green-E certified carbon offsets to cover the upfront embodied emissions of each built project we design upon completion.

**PROJECT TYPE**
HIGHER EDUCATION
NEW CONSTRUCTION

**CONSTRUCTION TYPE**
TYPE IIIA
CONCRETE + STEEL

**CONTACT**
sustainability@millerhull.com

**GROSS BUILT AREA**
7,000 ft²

**TOTAL UPFRONT IMPACT**
620 tCO₂e

**IMPACT/AREA**
953 kgCO₂e/m²

**WHAT ARE THESE OFFSETS FUNDING?**

THAT’S LIKE AVOIDING 415 TRIPS IN A PASSENGER VEHICLE BETWEEN MILLER HULL STUDIOS IN SEATTLE AND SAN DIEGO!

104 tCO₂e
DEMPSEY RIDGE WIND ENERGY FARM PROJECT

104 tCO₂e
WINSTON CREEK FOREST CARBON PROJECT

**OFFSET BY MILLER HULL**

207 tCO₂e

413 tCO₂e REMAINING TO FULLY OFFSET UPFRONT EMISSIONS